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uses smart phone
to protect ancestral lands
GE(-99B($E89(W(3=??K9<H8@<=9L(-LL=H<8@B(

You know that technology is making it
increasingly easy to connect to friends
89:( ;<9:( <9;=>?8@<=9*( AB( CB>B( 8@( /8@8Center know it too! By harnessing wideDE(8F8<D8GDB(HBDD(IC=9B(@BHC9=D=JE2(/8@8Center is helping communities capture
information in their own words, through
their own eyes.

He>BOL( C=M( <@( M=>PLQ( E=K@C( @><G8D( ?B?GB>L(M<DD(M8DP(@CB(L8H>B:(@>8<DL(M<@C(@CB<>(
BD:B>L*( -L( @CB<>( ;BB@( ;=DD=M( @CB( L8?B(
paths that their ancestors have walked
for centuries, their fingers will push one
GK@@=9(89:(8(L?8>@(IC=9B(M<DD(>BH=>:(@CB(
)D=G8D(#=L<@<=9<9J(,EL@B?(R)#,S(:8@8*(
'CBLB( )#,( I=<9@L( M<DD( @CB9( GBH=?B( 8(
full map of traditional trails. In addition
to collecting key data, this is a powerful
=II=>@K9<@E(;=>(E=K9J(A<9@K(?B?GB>L(@=((
learn stories and sacred traditions from
their elders.

@CB( ,8H>B:( 189:L( %<D?( #>=TBH@*( &9( @CB(
M=>:L(=;(<@L(8M8>:UM<99<9J(:<>BH@=>2('=GE(
Developers and policy makers often
McLeod, “[t]his methodology that honors
see a geographic location as an indi@CB(8K@CB9@<H(P9=MDB:JB(=;(@CB(@><GB(=;F<:K8D(ID8HB(@C8@(H89(GB(KLB;KD(<9(L=?B(
fers a potential model to help indigenous
M8E*( NK@( 89( <9:<JB9=KL( @><G8D( H=??Kcommunities around the world advocate
nity sees that same location as a piece
This project is a partner- more effectively for their sacred sites
of a whole; indeed, a
LC<I( GB@MBB9( /8@83B9@B>( ;>=?(,<GB><8(@=(#8IK8(!BM()K<9B8*V(
-(@><GBOL(L8H>B:(D89:(<L(
sacred space they
89:( #8H<;<H( &9L@<@K@B*( &9( Unde9<8GDE, technology has the power
call home. In 2011,
D<PB(8(CK?89(G=:E*(
DataCenter is help- If you pave over a few miles addition to generating a to affect individuals and communities in
<9J( @CB( A<99B?B?(
@=(GK<D:(C=KLBL2(<@OL(D<PB(I8F- ?8I( =;( A<99B?B?( A<9@K( many ways. DataCenter, with this project
sacred lands, this process
A<9@K( '><GB( :=HKing over someone’s heart. of democratizing mapping and others to come, is committed to enment their sacred
suring that technology is harnessed so
land with a new tool: -9:(MC8@(<L(@CB(G=:E(M<@C- M<DD( GB( ;B8@K>B:( <9( 89( KI- H=??K9<@<BL(H89(G>=8:H8L@(@CB<>(F=<HBL(
H=?<9J( :=HK?B9@8>E( GE( and usher in positive social change.
=K@(@CB(CB8>@X
the smart phone.

